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I just realized, after reading the post on here, that I had not seen any new videos from Bruce in a while, so I went looking and found the thread. (Bruce Viney's puzzle boxes) The site doesn't work (the family is trying to figure out how to bring it back), but it passed last summer. I made 3 of his boxes, and plans for 2 (made
for laser incisors) are on Thingiverse: Bruce Viney's Little Box and Bruce Viney's Matchbox. Watching him do them on YouTube was a thing of beauty and he had a bunch of different smart designs. Gears, weights, magnets... I'm going to miss you, man. And another interesting site (Bruce Viney) for puzzle boxes that
could be done very accurately with glowforge: I made Black a Nightmare through conventional woodworking, but realize it would be much easier with a laser cutter to get the pieces to fit more accurately. First of all, we are interested in the interaction of different parts and their movement. 37 Loves a good find for more
projects. I hope that GF will be able to make bevel gears. I made a modified matchbox on a laser and it's awesome and delightful. The only trick is that you need to print out a template to align the pieces at the same time you print the pieces, or align hard. 6 Likes I've just gone to forums for you to post this hackaday link.
An employee who knows that I have a GF on order sent me a link earlier. The three likes just saved a bunch of plans to try once I have my GF. I've always loved messing around with puzzle boxes. It will be fun to actually make your own. 2 Loves to love it. I made Bruce Viney's Knight's Tomb with a scroll saw. So looking
forward to Glowforge. I've been thinking about having templates/jigs for assembling purposes as well. 2 Loves I'm afraid I'm too late to the game, none of the links I can find on any of Bruce Viney's puzzle box plans work. All sites don't work. Does anyone save copies of the files? I see on YouTube that he passed away
earlier this year. He seemed like such a tough guy. Bruce Viney's archive site Bruce Viney was adopted in May 2018. There is archival access to its old pages (link above). 2 Loves looks them late to the party, anyway can I get a file hack of the day box? 1 As the banner says welcome @ebowhold4u, so here's your
welcome. I don't see files posted, just images. This was my very first laser cutter project at TechShop, and I owe Bruce Viney for delivering the project plans. Check out this (and many other) puzzle box plans for 20Nightmare%20Plans.pdf (or just searching Bruce Viney's puzzle boxes). The interior of the box is quite
small (56mm length x 26mm width x 44mm deep), so if you want more You'll have to adjust your sizes to accommodate! Tools and materials: - laser cutting machines (I did it in TechShop: www.techshop.ws) - vector art software - USB Stick - 4 mm plywood (minimum size: 264 mm x 390 mm) - 6 mm plywood (minimum
size: 124 mm x 44 mm) - metal dowels (I used short pieces of old coat; The diameter should be small enough to reasonably drill at the end of 6mm plywood) - drill a bit to match the size of your metal dowels - your favorite drilling tool (all you can hold right while drilling at the end of 6mm plywood) - 5-minute epoxy resin
for dowels - wood glue - tweezers - rags, to make a box: 1. Depending on what type of vector software, download CorelDraw files or import PDF files for puzzle pieces. There will be five independent parts to the box: the interior window/front slider panel/rear panel slider combo, left panel, right panel, top panel, and bottom
panel. Note that the colors just helped me keep the pieces separate in the layout, as did the text; neither is crucial and you can import or not as you choose. 2. If you want to add art to the wooden surface, add the art of raster (as a separate layer of software!) to the outer parts of the box (these are the first and second
layers of each panel). I made mine with a simple wood finish, but you can get as fancy as you like. Be sure to read the tips and tricks in step 4 if you add raster art! 3. Once your art as you like it, set the tree on the laser and cut your parts. Choose your pieces from the laser, carefully kmed what parts go on which side of
the box. This will facilitate the assembly process if you keep the parts for each side of the box separate from each other. I used an embroidery/beading organizer (one of those plastic boxes with lots of separate compartments), but anything that will keep the pieces from mixing will help. In addition, you can print out several
(4-8ish) extra single- and double-thickness sticks (4mm x 4mm x 64 mm and 4mm x 8mm x 64mm) to help with aligning parts as you glue the sides (the more sticks you have, the more sides you can work simultaneously as glue sets). Don't throw away scrap waste yet! 4. I really can't improve on Bruce's instructions, so
follow the plans on your website with the following tips and tricks: - Because the laser will leave a slightly angular kerb, it's good to be consistent, in which the orientation you collect panels, if only for aesthetics. The exception is the outer layer of each panel. The sliders mat is much better and easier to play if you have the
bottom of the laser cut face out ... So your box will look better if the outer layer of all the panels have parts of the laser cut face. - If you have art on your outdoor panels, you may ask yourself how you should follow the tip above. The first vector cut all your parts (don't run run raster yet). Don't remove/move anything from
the laser bed! For any art-covered pieces where you'll put the bottom of the laser-cut face (definitely the sliders and outer layer of each panel, and perhaps the second layer as well), carefully select the pieces from the scrap waste (tweezers help) and flip them over. Now print only the art of raster (that's why you made it a
separate layer in your design software - aha!). - When gluing things together for sliders, make sure that the external sliders themselves are securely next to each other. Also make sure that the middle top slider is as far to the top of the box as it can be, and that the middle bottom slider is as far to the bottom of the box as
it can be. This will help take the weakest of the sliders that are caused from the laser kerb and prevent an unsightly tear in any work of art that you put on the sliders. - Use the waste side of the 4mm cutout to hold 48mm x 48mm pieces in place until you layer up the slider panels. 5. Once the glue is completely dry,
assemble the box. Building it will usually give you enough information to be able to collect it, but if you need help, the solution is also on Bruce's website. If necessary, make minor adjustments with a small chisel or file. I like to keep a small trinket inside the mine to encourage people to play with it (of course I can't tell you
what's inside the box... You just have to figure out how to open it!) Hand your box to your friend (or enemy?) and watch them puzzle away! 09-09-2018, 5:23am #1 I was trying to find anyone that Bruce Winnie puzzle box plans. Bruce died in May 2018. His son decided not to continue his site on puzzle boxes that were . If
anyone downloaded any of them you can, please let me know. My son is very interested in the Sarkophag puzzle box. I hope to keep his enthusiasm in woodworking going. He made a few boxes and wanted to make other types of them. It's a shame that the site wasn't continued. Bruce was a genius with his concepts
and building these puzzle boxes. It's a shame to have his legacy fad on the horizon. Jim Daniels Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 09-09-2018, 8:30 am #2 Do you have a URL? Maybe try plugging it into a Wayback machine (internet : how I get all of Stephen Russell's articles this way. (It's not very fast.) JKJ originally
posted Jim Daniels I was trying to find someone that Bruce Vigner had in the puzzle box plans. Bruce died in May 2018. His son decided not to continue his site on puzzle boxes that were . If anyone downloaded any of them you can, please let me know. My son is very interested in the Sarkophag puzzle box. I hope so.
keep his enthusiasm in woodworking going. He did some a few boxes and would like to make other types of them. It's a shame that the site wasn't continued. Bruce was a genius with his concepts and building these puzzle boxes. It's a shame to have his legacy fad on the horizon. Jim Daniels 09-10-2018, 2:38 a.m. #3 I
got access to the site in 207.html. However, it only provides a description or video of the puzzle box. It does not provide any plans. If I'm trying to place an order and go to the cash register, it's not going anywhere. Jim Daniels 09-10-2018, 10:08am #4 Originally published by Jim Daniels I got access to the site in 207.html.
However, it only provides a description or video of the puzzle box. It does not provide any plans. If I'm trying to place an order and go to the cash register, it's not going anywhere. Jim Daniels Well, booking and checking out wouldn't work if the website went away. It was not clear to me from your first message that the
files were not available for free download. The internet archive will only have a snapshot of what was on the website before it closed, including any downloadable files. (I downloaded a lot of great Steven Russell files this way.) Please note that even if you have found someone who has bought and downloaded plans in the
past, they can still be protected by copyright and/or legal agreement. If you have contact information for your son, perhaps he would be interested in having you or someone else revive and manage the website in exchange for a percentage of sales, assuming he has access to the files. There are many books on creating
other wooden puzzles that can be good for shop time with your son. (I have a few here.) Imagine the fun and education in search of recreating the puzzles you are looking for by analyzing and doing some others! JKJ 02-20-2019, 7:39 #5 Hi Jim I am Bruce Viney's sister. Bruce's death was quite sudden, and
unfortunately, it was only now that his son felt able to sort out his personal belongings. We don't know the full extent of Bruce's business, but came across a few puzzles and a few solutions. It is possible one of my brothers can take over the site, albeit in a small way, but at the same time I can send you plans for a
sarcophagus if you want. I know that Bruce sold his plans for a small fee, but I wouldn't ask for payment, Diane Ward 02-23-2019, 6:43 am #6 Originally published by Diane Ward Hi Jim I'm Bruce Viney's sister. Bruce's death was quite sudden, and unfortunately, it was only now that his son felt able to sort out his
personal belongings. We don't know the full extent of Bruce's business, but came across a few puzzles and a few solutions. It is possible one of my brothers can take over the site, albeit in a small way, but at the same time I can send you plans for a sarcophagus if you want. I know Bruce sold out his plans. small fee but
I wouldn't ask for payment, Diane Ward Bruce on the website disappeared completely. He had a price for boxes there. I would love to get plans for the sarcophagus and some others. However, I don't know what they are now. Thanks to Jim Daniels 02-23-2019, 11:08am #7 originally published by Jim Daniels Bruce
website on disappeared completely. He had a price for boxes there. I would love to get plans for the sarcophagus and some others. However, I don't know what they are now. Thank you Jim Daniels Jim, like everything that disappears it is still available through Wayback Machines, an online archive. The archive is not
fast, but it works. I tried this: 7.html And got this: 207.html prices were unreasonably cheap, of course, worth a lot more. Bruce obviously did it for love, not money. BruceViney_screen1.jpg BruceViney_screen2.jpg JKJ 02-24-2019, 9:34 AM #8 Jim, As I said earlier we are still sorting through Bruce's stuff and it will be
some time before we know if we can get the website and the sales and running, in the meantime you can check out Bruce's Bruce puzzle on Bruce Vini You Tube, it's over 100 video posted. Can you please email me privately to re-Sarcophogus plan. John, thank you very much for the archival links, they are very useful
DW 02-25-2019, 11:04am #9 01-17-2020, 7:00 AM #10 Originally published by Diane Ward Jim, As I said earlier we are still sorting through Bruce's stuff and it will be some time before we know if we can get the website and the sale and running, in the meantime you can check out Bruce's puzzle on Bruce Vini You
Tube, he posted more than 10 video. Can you please email me privately to re-Sarcophogus plan. John, thank you very much for the archival links, they're very helpful, they're very helpful. First, let me express my condolences to you and Bruce's family. Very sad to hear of his passing - he was such a talented and humble
person. I've been a follower of my website and youTube channel for some time now and built some of its simple models. I'm not sure I have the skills or patience to try some of the most challenging. It would be a really big shame if his plans were lost to the puzzle-making community - he was a wonderful resource. Can
you keep me up to date with any developments related to the rebirth of my website or even the availability of plans that were previously available for sale? I would just like to offer my support and support to you and his son in the hope that you will be able to revive the availability of this valuable resource. Thank you very
much - Mark zlt; br'lt; attached images of a small box puzzle.jpg (131.0 KB, 43 views) 01-17-2020, 2:59 #11 originally published by Mark Wardle, Hello Diana - I just came across this thread as I was looking for some bruce plans. First, let him I extend my condolences to you and Bruce's family. Very sad to hear of his
passing - he was such a talented and humble person. I've been a follower of my website and youTube channel for some time now and built some of its simple models. I'm not sure I have the skills or patience to try some of the most challenging. It would be a really big shame if his plans were lost to the puzzle-making
community - he was a wonderful resource. Can you keep me up to date with any developments related to the rebirth of my website or even the availability of plans that were previously available for sale? I would just like to offer my support and support to you and his son in the hope that you will be able to revive the
availability of this valuable resource. Thank you very much - Mark is almost 1-1/2 years old... ... I suggest you change your editor preference in the user control panel to a standard editor to eliminate funny characters. Capture.PNG The Last edited by Lee Shearer; 01-17-2020 at 3:05 p.m. Lee Schierer Captain USNR
(retired) My tips, comments and suggestions are free, but it costs money to run the site. If you find something valuable here, please give a little something back by becoming a contributor! Please contribute 01-17-2020, 4:59 #12 originally published by Mark Wardle, Hello Diana - I just came across this thread.... Mark, I
see Diane Ward hasn't accessed SMC since February last year so she couldn't see your message. I have her email address. I can't share it without her approval, but if you want, I can email her with your message. I suspect she'd love to hear from you! However, I don't have your email address so she can't reply if she
wants to. Unfortunately, since you are registered as a Member and not a contributor, I do not know if you and I can communicate privately. (Hey, you might consider becoming a contributor who has many benefits, including private messaging, listing things on ads, etc. Fortunately, it's not a budget-breaking fee - just $6 a
year minimum! BTW, wonderful box in the photo! JKJ 01-17-2020, 11:15 PM #13 Hello John - thanks for the update and quick response - it would be great if you could pass my message to Diana. I paid $6 for your forum. As you say, it won't break the budget! I'm a bit of a hobby of woodworking and turning. Puzzles are
one of my things. Not sure what the role is a contributor, but I do have a bit of workshop experience and some skills that I can share. Happy to get an education - I don't spend much time on forums (for?). Here's a picture of another box I made to shape Bruce's plans. Thanks again for the quick response puzzle box.jpg
Last edited by John K Jordan; 01-18-2020 at 8:36 a.m. 01-18-2020, 9:00 am #14 originally published by Mark Wardle Hi John - thanks for the update and quick response - It would be great if you could pass my my my Diana. I paid $6 for your forum. As you say, it won't break the budget! I'm a bit of a hobby of
woodworking and turning. Puzzles are one of my things. Not sure what the role is a contributor, but I do have a bit of workshop experience and some skills that I can share. Happy to get an education - I don't spend much time on forums (for?). Here's a picture of another box I made to shape Bruce's plans. Thanks again
for the quick response to the brown puzzle box.jpg Mark, I emailed your messages and photos and email address to Diana. I deleted the link to the email address in your message since I think the boss said it is not allowed, but I see you have turned access to the email into your profile so any other contributor can
contact you PM or through the system at will. Your email address won't be visible to anyone unless they send you an email via SMC and you'll reply directly by email. PM messages are a good way to communicate. Thank you for being an author! Every bit helps keep SMC online - I, for one, wouldn't want to see it go
away! There is no role for the contributor, just the advantage of viewing photos, posting things for sale or VTB in ads, removing ads, some other benefits, continuing to participate and share and learn, and a good feeling of helping a little where we all get so much benefit! Please let us all know if you find any news about
the puzzle box plans! By the way, do you have some of the puzzle books out there? I buy them when I find them. Most of them are simple puzzles, but still fun. Some show the details of complex puzzles, though not puzzle boxes like Bruce designed. JKJ 01-18-2020, 4:07 PM #15 Mark, Diana wrote in response and said
she would send you an email. JKJ JKJ
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